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HUGE CANNABIS POTENTIAL IN FUTURE
Strong potential headroom for medical cannabis exists for chronic pain and and for other indications

1) Source: goetzpartners interviews; goetzpartners analysis

LOW PENETRATION OF CANNABIS FOR SELECTED DESEASES IN GERMANY & SWITZERLAND, 2021 
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The initial situation and the potential for medical THC 

preparations are impressive: only ten percent of patients 

are treated with medical cannabis.

Medical THC is considered a sustainable and natural 

treatment option and alternative to opioids (“Opioid 
Crisis”).

THC-based preparations possibly achieve a proven result 

in pain therapy without triggering the side effects that 

are sometimes severe with other forms of therapy.

MediCrops is developing THC-based preparations to 

cover the gap in this possibly strong growing market.
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OUR VISION 
MediCrops embodies the future of pharma. Following the ongoing liberalization of European cannabis markets, we aim to 
improve the quality of life of patients by realizing the full medical potential of the cannabis plant. 

MediCrops makes the world a better place –
for you and for me!

Quality of life

Pain relief

Patient 

wellbeing

Swiss inherited

quality 

orientation

Advantage

through 

research

Future of 

Pharma
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MILESTONES & ROADMAP
MediCrops has already realized important milestones on its way to become a leading medical cannabis player. The 
establishment of a Swiss production facility as well as a distribution partner network and potential M&A are next key steps.

SEED PHASE OPERATIONAL BUILDUP FUTURE OUTLOOK

2018/19
Foundation of 
MediCrops Holding Ltd

Start Pilot facility and 
basic research

2021
Foundation of “MediCrops 
Biomedical Technologies Ltd”
Start of conceptual design of a 
modern production facility based 
in Switzerland

Outlook: 2023-2025
Establishment of a high-tech 
production facility in Switzerland

Establishment of a distribution 
partner network 

Expansion into other European 
countries and M&A add-ons

2020
Own laboratory with seed bank 
of cannabis phenotypes

Development of profitable and 
scalable business model

2022
Extension of R&D activities and 
bundling at Biopôle Life Science 
Campus, Lausanne

Capital increase of up to CHF 
50 Million initiated

Further expansion of research 
and development department

Positive EBITDA expected from 
2025 with double-digit margins

Possible initial public offering 
(IPO) at SIX Swiss Exchange 
(SPARKS)
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Executive 

Management

EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP TEAM
Skilled team combining management expertise, in-depth market know-how and entrepreneurial spirit with a clear growth 
vision to scale a leading player in the European medical cannabis market.

Ivan Mestrangelo

Chief Executive Officer & Founder
Luitpold Wüsthof

Chief Financial Officer
Dr. Philippe Paroz

Project Manager

Proven expertise in scaling companies from 
initial vision to successful operating stage

Many years of experience in strategic & 
financial roles at multinational companies

Proven track record as a microbiologist in the 
pharmaceutical industry
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OUR BUSINESS MODEL
MediCrops positions itself at the center of the cannabis ecosystem by sourcing raw materials from suppliers that are further 
processed into medicines in additional process steps and delivered to pharmaceutical wholesalers and pharmacies.

Raw materials

Research & 
Development

Extracts & 
Distillates 

Manufacturing

Flower 
Processing

Commissioning

Suppliers 
(Cultivators)

Customers
(Pharmacies & 
pharmaceutical 

wholesalers)

Pharmaceuticals
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Result of the extraction of cannabinoids and 
terpenes further formulated (usually by pharmacies) 

into e.g., oils or tinctures

Further complementary medical finished products 
and devices such as cannabinoid plasters

Standardized dried (granulated) cannabis flowers 
packaged for pharmacies (5/10g) or wholesalers 

(5/10/25kg)

OUR PLANNED PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
MediCrops’ planned product portfolio is focused on medical cannabis flowers as well as extracts and is expected to be 
complemented by add-on products such as cannabinoid plasters in the longer term.

FLOWERS EXTRACTS ADD-ON PRODUCTS

2024 2024 Outlook

PRODUCT LAUNCH TIMELINE
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OUR VALUE CHAIN COVERAGE
The unique capability of MediCrops’ business model is the strong focus on R&D and the high integration of critical steps in 
the value chain in Switzerland – only non-critical parts of the value-chain are outsourced to external partners.

BREEDING/ GENETICS CULTIVATION
DISTRIBUTION & 

LOGISTICS
R&D MANUFACTURING

Strong USPs with 
comprehensive 
database based on 
DNA analysis

Unique seed bank and 
control over selection 
process as 
differentiator

Outsourced to state-of-
the-art production site 
with highest efficiency 
and quality standards

Further processing of 
flowers and extracts 
according to Swiss 
quality standards 

Cost-efficient logistics 
as part of the value 
chain with strong 
partners

InternalMediCrops coverage: Outsourced
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CAMPUS
At the newly established MediCrops Biomedical Competence Center at StartLab in the Biopôle Life Science Campus, 
the Company has bundled its R&D capabilities to profit from access to world-class scientific infrastructure and one of the 
largest biomedical ecosystems.

LARGEST ECOSYSTEM FOR 
LIFE SCIENCE COMPANIES)

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH 
COOPERATIONS

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND
BIOCHEMISTRY EXPERT TEAM

CUTTING EDGE RESEARCH 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Dr. Anthony 
Guihur

Dr. Baptiste 
Bourgine

1) StartLab in the Biopôle Life Science Campus (Epalinges, Vaud, Switzerland)  
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PLANNED GMP-CERTIFIED SWISS PRODUCTION
MediCrops plans to construct a cutting-edge GMP-certified production facility in Switzerland, allowing insourcing of most 
value-adding manufacturing steps. Envisioned a three-step approach enables fast market entry and sufficient flexibility.

Source: PharmaPlan

III
Full expansion and scale-

up of GMP production

(After 2028)

II
GMP-Processing & 

extraction

(2025 onwards)

I
Commissioning 

(2024 onwards)

MediCrops plans construction of state-of-
the-art GMP-certified production facility in 
Switzerland

Use of existing set-up to realize cost and 
time efficient start of operations

Modular business plan approach allows phasing of 
production ramp-up

Focus on value-adding manufacturing steps and outsourcing 
of cultivation significantly decreases resource intensity

MediCrops Biomedical
Technologies HQ
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KEY INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
MediCrops serves as an attractive investment opportunity due to its holistic value chain coverage, its experienced 
management team and strong R&D capabilities as well as its positioning to capitalize on the growing cannabis market.

Experienced management team combining industry know-how, proven entrepreneurial expertise and ability to scale companies from initial 
vision to successful operational stage with capital-market oriented management experiences in multinational companies

Robust operational core comprising of planned GMP-certified production facility able to manufacture medical grade cannabis goods at an 
industrial scale and attractive pricing without compromising on Swiss high quality and delivery reliability for our customers

Pure play medical cannabis player, optimally positioned to capitalize on expected strong market growth up to EUR 1.1 bn until 2028, driven 
by the current liberalization trend of Cannabis laws in Germany and in Switzerland

Strong R&D capabilities indicated by proprietary seed bank with multiple cannabis phenotypes and ability to conduct predictive breeding, 
continuously refined by R&D department at Biopôle Life Science Campus to directly apply the results in the product development process

End-2-end coverage of cannabis value chain, combining advantages of insourcing value adding steps in form of in-house distribution logistics and 
R&D department with leveraging specialized expertise of partners via outsourcing of resource intensive steps of cultivation

Dual growth strategy focusing on organic growth with significant revenues from 2024 onwards and positioning as buy and build platform, able to 
realize inorganic growth via M&A strategy, enabling shorter time-to-market, increased returns and additional synergy potentials

01

02

05

03

04

06
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MEDICAL CANNABIS MARKET DEVELOPMENT
Both the German and Swiss medical cannabis markets currently amounting to over € 300m annually and displaying a 
growth rate of 40.5% annually from 2021 until 2028.

Note: Assumes prohibition of recreational cannabis imports to German market and no GMP requirements for recreational market
Source: DICE, Prohibition Partners, market research, expert estimates

GERMAN AND SWISS CANNABIS MARKET BY APPLICATION, 2021’-28
€ M

GERMAN MEDICAL CANNABIS MARKET KEY FACTS

> 370k 
Prescriptions in 2021

(public insurance only)

~ 230k 
Estimated number of 

patients in 2021

~ 45% 
Estimated revenue share of

medical flower sales in 2021

ca. 41% 
Expected annual market

growth from 2021 until 2028
20252018 2028

1,878

1,225

2021

1,061

654

2,407

3,468

133

316

Medical Recreational ’21-‘28
CAGR

’18-‘21
CAGR

2024 recreational 

legalization expected in 

Germany and Switzerland

40.5%33.5%
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CANNABIS IN THE MEDIA
Medical cannabis is regularly making headlines across media formats, as liberalization of medical cannabis laws sweeps 
across Europe.

Narcotics laws in 
Switzerland adjusted –
patients in need of 
cannabis can now easily 
get prescriptions from 
their doctors 

100,000 additional 
patients will have access 
to medical cannabis in 
2022 for the first time

With an increasing 
demand for cannabis in 
medical use-cases, further 
research to new cannabis 
products is deployed

Within the 5 years of 
legalization of medical 
cannabis, demand by 
pharmacies significantly 
increased, an increasing 
usage is evident
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STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLAN
MediCrops aims to realize revenues of ca. CHF 66m in 2026 and reach EBITDA profitability in 2025.

Note: According to strategic business plan 2022 - 2028
Source: MediCrops

PLANNED REVENUE AND EBITDA DEVELOPMENT
CHF M

20242023 2025

-5.8

2026

50.2

-7.4

3.1

65.6

20.4

32.1

Revenue EBITDA MediCrops wants to grow to CHF 65.6m revenue and EBITDA to a 

margin of 48.9% in 2026

Revenue and margin development is contingent on successful 

construction of planned production facility in Switzerland

Following initial ramp up phase, MediCrops Volume assumptions are 

supported by the competitive price-quality positioning and delivery 

reliability anticipated

Key price assumptions position MediCrops at the medium bound of 

competitive set

Financial flexibility through effective financial management
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FINANCING NEED
MediCrops has a financing need of CHF ~47m until 2025, including the investment for the product development and 
financing need for fulfilling the M&A strategy.

1) Assumes realization of business plan targets and financing of further investments from 2025 onwards from operating cash flow
Source: MediCrops

Product development: Construction of production for repackaging and 

parts of extraction

Marketing & Sales: Building a sales team with sector expertise in life 

science to become the market leader in Switzerland and in Germany

G&A: Relatively high start-up costs with flattening of the curve over 

time and breakeven from 2025 onwards

R&D: High-quality R&D to leverage knowledge of cannabis plant and 

selected cultivars, deliver new products for medical cannabis industries 

and developing R&D partnerships

M&A: Add-on acquisitions to leverage turnover and knowledge, 

increase geographic sales coverage and improve procurement to 

achieve price discounts from vendors and source larger and more 

profitable contracts

CHF 

47 M1)

INVESTMENT DEVELOPMENT PER SEGMENT, 2023-2025
CHF M

Product development M&A

Marketing & Sales Research & Development

General & Administrative
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DETAILS OF OFFERING

1) On May 24, 2022, the Board of Directors of the Company resolved to increase the share capital of the company by means of an authorized capital increase in several 
tranches by a maximum of capital increase of CHF 82,336.87 to a maximum of CHF 247,010.62
2) Issuance price in respective financing rounds 2020 - 2022
Source: MediCrops

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL INCREASE THIRD TRANCHE 

Issuer: MediCrops Holding AG, 8808-Pfäffikon SZ

Current share capital: 17,383,617 registered shares with restricted 

transferability at a par value of CHF 0.01 per share

Shares offered1): 7'317’445

Selling price: CHF 6 per new registered share

Subscription period: third tranche from 22nd of November 2022 until 

31st of January 2023

Listing: planned from 2025 (without guarantee)

Stock market: Sparks, SIX Swiss Exchange’s new stock market 
venue for young companies or any other stock exchange

28%

72%

Third party 
shareholders

MediCrops
Management

SHARE PRICE DEVELOPMENT & SHAREHOLDING  

0

2

4

6

2020 2021 2022

2,1

4,0

6,0

Share price2)

Ø 4,0
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CONTACT

Luitpold Wüsthof

CFO

+41 44 932 77 77

investors@medicrops.ch

www.medicrops.ch

MediCrops Holding AG

Bahnweg 11

CH-8808 Pfäffikon SZ
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DISCLAIMER

BY VIEWING THIS PRESENTATION, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS REGARDING THE INFORMATION DISCLOSED IN THIS PRESENTATION. THIS PRESENTATION HAS BEEN PREPARED 

BY MEDICROPS HOLDING AG, PFÄFFIKON SZ (THE "COMPANY" AND TOGETHER WITH ITS AFFILIATES HEREINAFTER "MEDICROPS"). THIS PRESENTATION MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED IN ANY FORM, FURTHER DISTRIBUTED OR 

PASSED ON, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO ANY OTHER PERSON, OR PUBLISHED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, FOR ANY PURPOSE. IN PARTICULAR, THIS PRESENTATION MUST NOT BE RELEASED, PUBLISHED OR DISTRIBUTED 

OUTSIDE SWITZERLAND. ANY FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RESTRICTIONS MAY CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION OF APPLICABLE SECURITIES LAWS.

For the purposes of this notice, "Presentation" means this document, its contents or any part of it. This Presentation does not, and is not intended to, constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an

offer to purchase, subscribe for or otherwise acquire, any securities of the Company, nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment or investment 

decision whatsoever. This presentation is neither an advertisement nor a prospectus or an offering document within the meaning of the Federal Act on Financial Services of June 15, 2018 (the "FinSA") and accordingly has not been approved by 

SIX Exchange Regulation nor prepared according to the standards required by the FinSA and/or related regulations, nor registered or filed with any securities regulatory authorities in any jurisdiction. Recipients of this Presentation should not 

purchase, subscribe for or otherwise acquire any securities of the Company only based on this Presentation. This Presentation is made available on the express understanding that it does not contain all information that may be required to evaluate 

and will not be used by the attendees / recipients in connection with, the purchase of, or investment in, any securities of the Company. This presentation is accordingly not intended to form the basis of any investment decision and does not 

constitute or contain any recommendation by the Company, its shareholders or any other party.

The information in this Presentation, which does not purport to be comprehensive, has been provided by MediCrops and has not been independently verified. While this information has been prepared in good faith, MediCrops makes or will make 

no representation or warranties, expressed or implied and no reliance should be placed upon and MediCrops or its advisors do not accept any responsibility or liability, as to or in relation to the truth, accuracy, reliability, adequacy or completeness 

of this Presentation and any such liability is expressly disclaimed to the maximum extent permitted by law. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on, any 

projections, targets, ambitions, estimates or forecasts contained in this Presentation and nothing in this Presentation is or should be relied on as a promise or representation as to the future. Neither MediCrops nor any of its directors, officers, 

employees or agents or advisors, nor any other person connected or otherwise associated with MediCrops, shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of this 

Presentation or otherwise arising in connection with this Presentation. 

This presentation may contain forward looking statements. These forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms "believes," "estimates," "anticipates," "expects," "intends," "may," "will" or 

"should" or, in each case, their negative, or other variations or comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. They appear in a number of places throughout this Presentation and include 

statements regarding MediCrops' intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, MediCrops' prospects, growth, strategies, the industry in which MediCrops operates and potential or ongoing acquisitions or sales. Such 

forward-looking statements may not prove to be correct and are subject to various business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond MediCrops' control. As such, undue reliance should not be placed 

on forward-looking statements. Actual results, including MediCrops’ financial and operational results, may be materially different than those estimated, projected or implied in this Presentation and MediCrops undertakes no obligation to update the 

forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. In addition, even if the development of MediCrops' prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which MediCrops 

operates are consistent with the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation, those developments may not be indicative of MediCrops' results, liquidity or financial position or of results or developments in subsequent periods not 

covered by this presentation. Nothing that is contained in this presentation constitutes or should be treated as an admission concerning the financial position of the MediCrops.

This presentation and the information contained therein, is only directed to, or intended for viewing, release, distribution, publication or use by (directly or indirectly, in whole or in part), any person or entity that is a resident or located in Switzerland. 

Securities may not be offered or sold in the United States of America absent registration or an exemption from registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"). The Company has not registered and does not 

intend to register any securities under the Securities Act.

The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of any such other jurisdictions. By accepting this Presentation, the recipient 

represents that it is able to receive it without contravention of any legal or regulatory requirements or restrictions in the jurisdiction in which it resides or conducts business. Recipients are required to inform themselves about and observe any 

applicable legal and regulatory requirements and restrictions and MediCrops does not accept liability to any person in relation thereto.


